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the north looked shut. Yet there was the aeroplane up on the glacier,
and bad weather moved in, giving us another succession of gales
and blizzards. It was not until January 9 that we were able to
bring the Polar Star down to the sea and make it fast on the deck
of the Wyaft Earp. There was a remote chance left that we might
yet make another attempt at the great flight. At the Weddell Sea
entrance to Antarctic Sound and therefore near the edge of safe
and open water lay Dundee Island, its pkteaux and coastal levels
offering possible take-o£E areas.
In the afternoon of January 10 we steamed north from Snow
Hill, sheltering that night behind Seymour Island, as a strong
north-east wind blew and snow fell thickly. That gale brought the
pack in still more heavily, but next morning we started to buck
our way through it, backing and then ramming the armoured bow
of the Wyatt Earp into the floes. All that day and the next we put
the hard-won miles behind us, crossing Erebus and Terror Bay
with the greatest difficulty.
When I went to sleep on the night of the i2th, the movement of
the ship was still the regular succession of backing, forward lunges,
and collisions. Next morning the movement was steady, and I
thought we had got through. As usual, I went back to the galley
for a cup of coffee. As I passed his door Wilkins called out: "Do
you know where we're bound for now?"
I said: "No."
"Snow Hill Island," he replied calmly.
All desire for coffee left me. In the night the Wyatt Earp had
reached Antarctic Sound, only to find the ice packed so heavily in
that passage, our only egress, that no vessel could have broken
through. So we were doing the only thing we could do—retreating
sixty miles to wait for the northerly gale that might clear out the
ice and save us.
This, time we came down the sheltered west side of the island
and anchored off Nordenskjold's hut, where the Wyatt Earp was
rektively safe from the moving floes. For five days the pack held
us there; then, as it showed signs of loosening, we started north
again, and kte that evening reached Cape Gordon, the eastern tip
of Vega Island, having come thirty-five miles in sixteen hours. The
nights now had four hours of darkness, and to pass that period we

